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To be yourself 

in a world that is constantly trying 

          to make you something else 

         is the greatest accomplishment 

        Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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1. Introduction 

  

The present work deals with the topic of self-transformation in the context of 

eros1, a term 'with an extremely varied and unsettled history' (Solomon, 1990,p.9). 

Hence at the outset it may be relevant to quote Jung's definition of eros as it is well 

suited for the kind of experience that is presented in this paper: 'a principle of 

psychic relatedness, whether to another human being, or indeed anything "other"; 

not specifically or exclusively as sexual passion, but certainly including this'. (Jung, 

1951,p.14). I will discuss the role of eros in the acquisition of self-knowledge, an idea 

that has been highlighted by other authors who have referred to this force as 'a great 

daemon' (Plato, cited in Greene, 2007,p.127) or 'the great teacher.' (Romanyshyn, 

2013,p.289).  

 

 The motivation behind this dissertation lies in a personal situation I went 

through about eight years ago when a number of circumstances coincided in my life 

that constituted what may be called a transformative experience2. At the time I did 

not know what this meant or what elements were involved, but since doing the MA 

in Myth, Cosmology, and the Sacred I have found new ways of interpreting it. My 

aim with this research project is two-fold: on the one hand I would like to submit my 

subjective experience to interpretation and in that sense this is a hermeneutic 

exercise. I intend to raise my experience to the level of symbol and therefore connect 

the personal to the universal, gaining new understandings in the process. On the 

other hand, I would like to find and incorporate into my life new ways of being in 

the world, achieving personal transformation. I may be at a propitious point in my 

life for such a task as, according to Jung, it is from the middle of life 'when most 

people are ready to commence the individuation process that leads to a wider, 
                                            

1 Eros will be written in upper case only when referring to the god 
2 For a useful description on the theme of self-transformation, see Metzner (1998,p.15)  
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greater, and more related life.' (Jung, 1981, cited in Coppin & Nelson, 2017,p.166). 

Romanyshyn (2013,p.270) emphasizes the value of academic work to continue this 

process arguing that ‘Research can be profoundly therapeutic and dissertation 

writing can become an aspect of the individuation process'. 

 

 To achieve these goals I am following the path of transformative education. 

Within this context, Dirkx (1998,p.5) points out that the developmental phases of 

middle-aged adults require the '...replacement of these old-ways of meaning-making 

with ones that are more appropriate to the demands that one encounters at this point 

in life.' This paradigm places the stress on the expression of the emotional-spiritual 

dimensions of learning and the integration of these elements more holistically and 

consciously in our daily experience of life, and '...adult learners do this by making the 

unconscious conscious, becoming aware of aspects of themselves of which they are 

not conscious.' (Dirkx, 1998,p.7). Fraser and Hyland-Russell (2011,p.28) claim that 

forms of knowledge that lead to wisdom are based on the integration of thought, 

feeling, morality, and experience by creating discourses where they can be explored 

and articulated. Focusing on the role of emotions and the expression of vulnerability, 

Custer (2014,p.11) points out that 'transformation occurs dramatically for the 

individual who is courageous enough to reveal him or herself to the world and 

readily embarks on a fantastic journey.' Consequently, producing autobiographical 

material may play a crucial role in the adult learning process and sharing a life story 

may be beneficial in terms of 'gaining greater self-knowledge and a clearer 

perspective on personal experiences and feelings.' (Atkinson, 1990,p.25). 

 

 Although my main interest in carrying out this research is personal, it may be 

argued that at the same time it holds universal value. Anderson (1998,p.76) writes 

that 'the researcher's personal and permeating analyses of experiences such as 

romantic love, loneliness, solitude, resistance, and chronic pain speak to others 

individually and universally at the same time'. Discussing transformative 
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experiences, Metzner (1998,p.64) emphasises the importance of knowing that we are 

not alone and the experience has been described before, claiming that 'such 

recognition contributes in no small way to the individual's ability to continue and 

complete the process of transformation'. I believe my intention to improve the 

understanding of both my experience and myself will have a positive effect on 

others, and this is especially relevant given the fact that I am a teacher and my job 

involves coming into contact with individuals in educational contexts. In this regard 

Romanyshyn (2010,p.103) writes: 

 'The question of teacher preparation is central. Just as we expect a surgeon's 

 hand to be free of germs, we should expect the educator's psyche to be as free 

 as possible of the complex contaminants of an unconscious life.'  

 

 Because I will be working on an issue that bears a strong personal meaning 

and that is intimately connected to my life experience, I consider the discipline of 

depth psychology to be the most appropriate to frame this study. Anderson 

(1998,p.69) claims that '...transpersonal psychology endeavours to understand and 

value human life in its fullest and most transformative expressions (...), and it seeks 

to delve deeply into the most profound and inexplicable aspects of human 

experiences'. Rather than a strict set of principles, Coppin and Nelson (2017,p.9) 

point out that '... depth psychology is best viewed as an approach, orientation, or 

perspective on gathering knowledge.' I will engage with my topic using research 

methods that belong to this field and that explore the nature of human awareness 

and experience, favouring an eclectic methodology. I agree with these authors when 

they write '...methodology, though it provides a helpful structure and clear process, 

tends to reduce the phenomena of the world in order to describe them more 

clearly.'(ibid.,p.9). They propose the method of psychological inquiry and following 

their approach I am committed to the idea that I start not knowing what I will find 

and I adopt the two postures that these authors propose '...yang and yin, which 

anyone engaged in inquiry can adopt: seeking knowledge and being receptive to 

knowledge that seek us' (ibid.,p.11). I embrace the standpoint of the inquiring person, 
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one that accepts that knowledge is only partial and who becomes aware of their own 

perspective, which is often partly unconscious. 

 

 There are three research methods I find particularly suitable for my work 

because they all emphasise the role of the individual researcher. Firstly, the heuristic 

approach is described as '...a process of internal search through which one discovers 

the nature and meaning of experience and develops methods and procedures for 

further investigation and analysis.' (Moustakas, 1990,p.9). This method also aligns 

with the eclectic approach favoured by depth psychology as '...in heuristic enquiry 

spontaneous creation of new methods or changing methods in midstream is not only 

allowed, but is encouraged.' (ibid.,p.103). Secondly, the intuitive inquiry method 

developed by Rosemarie Anderson is an approach that borrows and expands on the 

methods of heuristic research and phenomenological inquiry. Experiences such as 

human love seem to be ignored by conventional psychology and Anderson proposes 

'to bring imagination and intuition back into scientific inquiry.' (Anderson, 

1998,p.70). Her method advocates expanded states of intuitive awareness, including 

but not limited to various altered states of consciousness, active imagination, and 

dream incubation. The topics of eros and self-understanding are at the core of this 

essay and I was specially drawn to the intuitive inquiry method because, as 

Anderson and Braud (2011,p.16) point out, 'This yearning to understand is Eros or 

love in pure form because the intuitive inquirer wants to know his beloved topic 

fully.' Thirdly, my work is also connected to autoethnography- 'an autobiographical 

genre of writing and research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, 

connecting the personal to the cultural.' (Ellis and Bochner, 2000,p.733).  This method 

holds a transformative potential for the researcher, as '...autoethnography is not 

simply a way of knowing about the world; it has become a way of being in the world, 

one that requires living consciously, emotionally, reflexively.' (Jones, 2013, cited in 

Custer,2014,p.1). Autoethnography places the emphasis on the importance of 

personal narrative and the integration of the reflexive qualities of human 
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communication into research, as well as the use of evocative writing and literary 

genres.  

 

 At an early stage in the research process I can pinpoint a number of challenges 

to my approach. Coppin & Nelson (2017,p.97) point out that 'The artfulness of 

inquiry is partly the deft engagement with the Self, which can be overwhelming and 

potentially inflating...'. In addition, the purpose of this study is to go beyond a mere 

confession of facts in order to find a symbolism that may speak from the personal to 

the universal. As a result, I have omitted parts of the original life experience and 

even some elements that are too intimate to tell here, therefore at times my reader 

may be left feeling there are some gaps in the story. I am also a subjective narrator of 

my own story and Custer (2014,p.2) warns that 'it is not an easy task to relate to who 

we were in the past and understand how that translates into our identity today, but it 

is worth the effort in order to reap the rewards of reflexivity and introspection.'. 

Finally, I am aware that my use of the terminology may not be accurate in the eyes of 

the specialist, however, this is a reflexive study drawing on different sources and I 

am only touching lightly on those aspects. I deeply love the topic I have chosen and I 

have eagerly taken the risk of failing just to be able to learn -I am willing to get lost in 

order to discover new vistas. 

 

 So far I have discussed my topic and my motivation to do this study, I have 

justified its value and I have briefly described the variety of methods that I have 

applied. I will now explain the actual steps I have taken to carry out the work.  

 

 Following the heuristic research method, I first wrote a detailed individual 

depiction of the personal experience that motivates this dissertation (Moustakas, 

1990,p.61). This account came up to more than 15,000 words and it could not 

constitute the core of this research, but it was a tremendously useful exercise in terms 
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of providing key themes and questions that will be addressed here. Then I created a 

synthesised version entitled A spontaneous alchemical reaction, included in section 

2.2.1, which will be referred to as ASAR in subsequent sections. 

 

 Coppin and Nelson (2017,p.236) suggest that, when applying the moves to the 

different stages of research, it may be useful to imagine the topic as a landscape. Not 

knowing what would come out, I took my pad and crayons and I drew A map of my 

dissertation, included in section 2.1. I would kindly ask my reader to ignore the value 

of my artistic skills and to take the drawing as a true and spontaneous product of my 

unconscious, worthy of psychological inquiry analysis, as 'Symbols appear in all 

kinds of psychic manifestations.' (Jung, 1964,p.41).  

 

 During a dissertation proposal presentation, a fellow student pointed out the 

fact that The Castle of Tristan and Iseult and The Lake of Cupid and Psyche are 

situated in opposite sides of the map. Following Johnson (1983,1989) I had presented 

these myths as a man's myth and a woman's myth, respectively, and this student 

noticed that I had chosen to represent the first with a rather masculine symbol, a 

castle with spiky towers3, and the second with a more feminine one, a lake4. This 

together with my previous discovery of the masculine and feminine aspects of myself 

told me that this could be a topic worth of exploration in this work, and perhaps the 

central one.  

 

 In the discussion that will take place during the journey through the imaginal 

space I will look mainly at Jung and Jungian scholars who I believe can provide 

                                            

3 According to Cooper (1978,p.175) the tower is ambivalent in its feminine sheltering and protective 
aspect, and masculine as a phallic symbol.  
4 The feminine, humid principle (Cooper,1978,p.94). 
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suitable tools for describing and understanding my experience. I am particularly 

interested in the idea that: 

'…there are many different myths that men and women have found 

themselves living, without realising it. From the discovery of such deep, 

mythic undercurrents in one's life, and the revelation of unsuspected levels of 

meaning, comes support for healing and the self-reflection that leads to 

understanding.' (Meztner, 1998,p.5). 

   

 I will look at texts that at are the core of present Western culture ideas of eros, 

specifically Plato's classic dialogues The Symposium and Phaedrus, the myth of Eros 

and Psyche, and the story of Tristan and Iseult. I will make connections between 

parts of these myths and my life experience so that I can interpret my subjective 

understanding in terms of ideas contained in the myths. I am looking for what 

Campbell (2004,p.145) calls mythological images, 'the images by which the 

consciousness is put in touch with the unconscious'. For easy and quick reference I 

have included short versions of these myths in Appendix A. 

 

 In the next section I am going to move through my imaginal landscape as an 

experience of transformation and I invite my reader to accompany me in a 

pilgrimage over this personal topography.  
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2. A Journey of Transformation 

2.1 An Imaginal Landscape 

 

Figure 1 - A Map of my Dissertation, 2018 

 

2.2 Sierra of the Alchemical Process 

 

The journey begins in this area because I have interpreted the real life events 

that inspire this work as an alchemical reaction. Perhaps I have chosen a chain of 

mountains to represent this idea as climbing a mountain is a strenuous activity, full 

of hardships and dangers, and something essentially foreign to me, just as alchemy. I 

will now present my individual depiction of those events and later I will expand on 

their connection to individuation and the alchemical process.  
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2.2.1 A Spontaneous Alchemical Reaction 

 

 In the classical fairy tale people fall in love and afterward they get married, but in my 

case things went the other way around: I got married and then I fell in love...but not with the 

person that had become my husband. At the time I was in mental turmoil, I couldn't 

understand myself. I'd fallen in love before and I knew that when you are under that emotion 

it's because you first feel attracted to the person, then you like them (and you probably know 

why you do), but I kept asking myself: What have I seen in this other man? I couldn't answer 

this question, especially since I was married to a person I loved, who made me happy in many 

ways and dedicated his life to make mine easier, someone who I found funny and attractive. 

But what I did know is that this other man knew what had been going on. He'd done 

something, something very strange had happened here, and I was determined to find out. 

Some of the questions that revolved in my mind back then were How can a person outside you 

know more about you than you yourself? And, How can somebody have the recipe of a 

mystery of life -love? What did this person do, or say, to make me feel that way? 

 

 To fully understand this story it's crucial to know that I never went out with this 

other man, never shared any personal intimate conversation, let alone had any kind of 

romantic involvement with him. Everything that happened between us took place at a mental 

-and mostly unconscious- level, at least on my part. Nothing had changed in the outer world, 

but my inner world was upside down, inside out, and back to front. The only thing I was 

certain about was that I was in love with him; I had all the symptoms -the butterflies, the 

heartache, the 24/7 thinking about him. And what you feel is true, an emotion is impossible to 

deny. Will I ever go back to normal? I remember asking myself at the time. I didn't know that 

the answer was a clear and loud NO. 

 

 Now it's evident that in this story there's another protagonist beside myself and for 

the purpose of this account I'll call him Don Juan.  Like me, he was a teacher and we first met 

when we both started working in a language school in September, barely three months after I 
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got married. By the time the summer came I was completely in love with him and it was then, 

during the compulsory separation that the holidays brought on us, when I started reminiscing 

about everything that had happened that year, especially on different types of paranormal 

phenomena that had taken place. In a similar way detectives go about when they find an 

abandoned corpse, I started an investigation on my soul in love by collecting clues that would 

help me find out what Don Juan knew and I didn't. In order to do so, I had to recall different 

situations that had happened between us, I had to dive into my most inner self to remember 

what I was thinking and feeling at the time, and I had to do the rewind of my whole life to 

remember who I was and what I'd always wanted.  

 

 When I first started to think back on the story I used to say that there'd been two 

Lauras because I could remember situations between Don Juan and I when I'd do or say 

something that I didn't want to. I'd think to myself How come am I saying this to him? or 

How come am I doing this? This split made itself obvious when I felt I was in love with him -

but who was the Laura that was experiencing that feeling? I could clearly feel this other Laura 

who was doing all the thinking about it and who couldn't understand what was happening. 

 

 I was perfectly happy when I got married, I had everything that I'd ever wanted, I was 

exultant. But if only a year after my wedding I was in love with Don Juan, I had to admit that 

something must have gone wrong somewhere in my relationship with my husband. When did 

that happen, or how? This made me reflect on, not only what had been a 10-year relationship 

with the person that became my husband, but also on all the previous ones.  This love felt 

different, I didn't need either Don Juan or my husband, I was whole in myself and the only 

thing I wanted was to be alone. Consequently, a year after my first wedding anniversary, I 

separated from my husband and started a new life as a single woman. 

 

 This constituted a transformative experience for me, although at the time I didn't 

know it and I didn't know what this meant. Many people fall into mid-life crisis, sometimes 
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triggered by a death, an infidelity, an illness... but I felt very different, I felt positive, full of 

energy, renewed... I just couldn't understand myself. Although at the time I visited three 

different therapists looking for help to make sense of my situation, no one was able to 

enlighten me in any way. I had to carry out a phenomenal exercise in self-reflection just to 

catch a glimpse of what was going on with me. With time I have come to realise that Don 

Juan was the therapist I never knew I needed. He applied sophisticated techniques, namely 

hypnosis, to provoke a mental shift in me and then constructed a telepathic channel of 

communication between us. Using his penetrating gaze and finely crafted words he worked in 

me subliminally, reaching me below my threshold of awareness, communicating directly with 

my unconscious.  However, while this was happening I didn't have a clue what was going on, 

I was only experiencing the effect of those techniques and noticing the changes they were 

producing in me, without knowing where they came from. 

 

 Although I couldn't find the specialised help I needed, two images appeared in my 

mind that facilitated my understanding of the situation when I didn't have either the 

vocabulary or the necessary knowledge to explain it. In one of them I am with my back against 

a wall and there is a huge plug inserted in my body, from my chest to my pelvis, and due to 

the electricity that is passing through it my legs and arms are up in the air, as if I were being 

electrocuted. In the other one Don Juan is in a laboratory, you can see the typical lab counters 

and shelves at the back. He's wearing a white gown and a lamp on his forehead, like the ones 

miners use. He's standing behind a counter, and I'm a lab rat in his hands. The first image I 

interpret as what he's done to me, reconnect me to the source, to the energy, to my own self. 

The second one shows how he is in relation to me, I'm like the rat in the hands of the 

researcher, as such is the difference between his level of consciousness and mine.  

 

 The meeting with Don Juan definitely marked a before and after in my life, it meant 

the breakup of my marriage, and later losing my job and a new life in England. It left me 

thinking that no matter what you do, life has its own plans for you, and they aren't 

necessarily bad. Even though just a couple of years earlier I'd envisioned myself as a married 
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woman, happily sharing my life with my partner, everything fell to pieces and I wasn't 

devastated or distressed. The way I put it, life had sent me a 40th birthday card saying Laura, 

keep following your dreams! However, I'm sadly aware that no one can understand my 

experience the way I understand it, it's impossible for me to communicate it.  

 

 Another positive way in which I look at this experience is by telling myself that I had 

the best man in the world and then I met a superman. Because I did have with me a very good 

man who I loved and who loved me, however faulty that love may have been. I knew what I 

had with him and what I didn't have, and I made a personal commitment, and also a public 

one by deciding to marry him, to stay with him for the rest of my life and not to look at 

another man ever again. But the unthinkable happened. This has left me with a sour feeling 

regarding love, is it impossible to commit to anyone? If I've done this, can I ever trust myself 

again? Perhaps my destiny is aloneness, because now I see that freedom is a higher value than 

fidelity or loyalty.  

 

 However, there's a part of the story that troubles me deeply, and it's that I was forced 

to fall in love, if those two ideas can be joined in a sentence like the one I've just written. I was 

mentally raped. What he did to me is ethically questionable, but because the consequences are 

so amazing at an inner level, I cannot blame him. I have learnt to accept this paradox and live 

with it. On the other hand, this is the love story I'd always wanted, although while it was 

happening I didn't see it that way at all, as I didn't know what was going on. I was just very 

careful not to slip into an infidelity of the normal kind by shutting all the doors to my outer 

world. But Don Juan hit the most inner core of myself, he shot his arrows and hit right on 

target, leaving me mortally wounded.  

 

 This experience makes me wonder about freedom and fate. I was a free person, when I 

got married I'd decided to be and live with my husband and when this happened I wasn't free 

anymore -if I wanted to be true to myself I had to leave my husband and start a new life. Was 
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this story fate, or destiny? Could I have avoided it and continued living the life I had chosen 

for myself? Did I do something to provoke it? However, I'm thankful for having gone through 

this and since it happened I have the feeling that I am ready to die, that I don't need or want 

to see anything else, or I don't believe there's anything else for me in this life.  

 

 As a final thought, if meeting Don Juan brought about so much unconscious material 

that I didn't know existed in me, what else is still in me that I don't know about? Trying to 

answer that question is the motivation behind this work. 
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2.2.2 Individuation and The Alchemical Process 

 

 I understand ASAR as a stage in my process of individuation and in this 

section I will comment on what key elements define it as such. Von Franz 

(1964,p.169) defines the process of individuation as 'the conscious coming-to-terms 

with one’s own inner center (psychic nucleous) or Self' and Raff (2000,p.6) claims that 

'Part of the work of individuation is the process of the ego's making experience 

conscious and thereby effecting changes in the psyche.' 

 

 Alchemical symbolism gave Jung the idea of individuation and the awareness 

that there was a process in the unconscious, which followed a goal and created new 

structures from old ones, with the Self being the ultimate creation (Schwartz-Salant, 

1995,p.14). Both these processes begin with a separation of elements, in the case of 

individuation conscious and unconscious ones. In ASAR I write I used to say that 

there'd been two Lauras and I believe noticing this split was one of the most striking 

feelings and the starting point of my personal search. However, this situation that felt 

so awkward is the very foundation of Jungian psychology. Jung (1964,p.5) writes: 

'…scientists and philosophers deny the existence of the unconscious because 

its assumption implies the existence of two "subjects", or (to put it in a 

common phrase) two personalities within the same individual. But this is 

exactly what it does imply- quite correctly.' 

 

 Such a sharp inner division had never happened in my life before but I see 

now that this separation was definitely a prerequisite for the reaction to begin. Raff 

(2000,p.17) points out that: 

'The ego must be open to the notion that there are perspectives other than the 

conscious one. Most important, the ego has to acknowledge the existence of 
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the unconscious, and that the position presented by the unconscious is worthy 

of consideration.' 

 

 At the time I had the intuition that there was some truth in what I was feeling, 

as Hillman writes 'we are obliged to trust eros and its goal. Can anyone live 

authentically unless he believes and trusts in the basic meaningfulness and rightness 

of the movements of his love?' (Hillman, 1972, cited in Coppin and Nelson, 

2017,p.130). This part of me may be interpreted as the Self, and I would argue that it 

was the Self archetype what was activated in this process. Von Franz (1964,p.163) 

defines the Self as 'an inner guiding factor that is different from the conscious 

personality' and I understand now how one of the Lauras could stand for the Self 

and the other for the conscious personality that identifies with the “I”.  

 

 The alchemical process needs a vessel to take place, and in the case of personal 

relationships Greene (2007,p.131) argues that the alchemical vessel in which our 

relationships occur '...may be a marriage, or a blood tie within a family; it may take 

the form of work obligations which force contact with particular individuals...'. In my 

case it seems that my marriage acted as the vessel, although the alchemical reaction 

took place somewhere else, in the context of a work relationship. The significance of 

this ceremony should not be underestimated but at the time and at a conscious level I 

did not attach enough transcendence to this event5 in my life, whereas very deep 

inside myself my experience must have been very different.  

 

 I started a dialogue with this part of myself that was caught in the intensity of 

the romantic feeling and this meant I entered the stage called nigredo '... the breaking 

down of the personality's boundaries- both those erected against the other person 

                                            

5 In section 2.5 I will address the archetypal power of a wedding 
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and those erected against the unconscious- through the experience of intense feeling.' 

(Green, 2007,p.133). She claims that 'The nigredo corresponds to what Jung describes 

as the encounter with the shadow. This is what we meet in the eruptions of powerful 

emotions we didn't know we were capable of feeling.' (ibid.,p.134).  

 

 After the initial separation of elements individuation consists on the union of 

the opposites in the psyche and working with images or symbols produced by the 

unconscious facilitates this process. The two images I write about in ASAR acted as a 

trigger to inquire about their meanings and by doing so I slowly performed what 

Raff calls the transcendent function: 

 'Every time the ego contacts an image from the unconscious and engages in 

 meaningful dialogue, it can trigger the transcendent function. Every time it 

 does so, no matter how small the issue involved may seem, it has 

 strengthened and transformed the self. Out of the tension created by the 

 opposing views of the ego and the unconscious, out of the shuttling between 

 positions, a new, third and transcendent position is created.' (Raff 2000,p.22) 

 

 As a result I achieved a new state of consciousness that may correspond in the 

alchemical process to what Greene (2007,p.137) calls the rubedo  'the increasing 

strength of the light of consciousness, which now participates in rather than being at 

the mercy of the alchemical process, allowing a genuine acceptance and integration 

of the whole personality.' Schwartz-Salant (1995,p.8) points out that 'the union 

process, the alchemical coniunctio, was a marriage that, at its highest level of 

completion, the so-called stage of the rubedo, was filled with desire.' 
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There are three stages6, or coniunctio, in the alchemical process and perhaps 

this experience represented for me the first level. Even though I was going through 

what is supposed to be a traumatic experience, such a divorce and the failure of 

many of my dreams, I write in ASAR that I was whole in myself and ...everything fell to 

pieces and I wasn't devastated or distressed. This could correspond to the feelings 

associated to the first coniunctio, as according to Raff:  

'The feelings that the self generates at this stage are very clear and marked, 

they are different than those produced by any other part of the psyche. Such 

feelings include an inner sense of solidity, an experience of being centered, a 

more or less ecstatic sensation of being loved and of loving in return, and a 

penetrating awareness of inner partnership. Such feelings are unique to the 

experience of the self.' (Raff, 2000,p.126) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - The Alchemist, John William Waterhouse, 1911 

                                            

6 See Raff (2000) for a thorough discussion of these stages 
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It is difficult for me to articulate in words what I was feeling at the time. I 

write in ASAR that I'm sadly aware that no one can understand my experience the way I 

understand it, it's impossible for me to communicate it. Here I agree with Jung 

(1995,p.318) when he writes 'What happens within oneself when one integrates 

previously unconscious contents with the consciousness is something which can 

scarcely be described in words. It can only be experienced.' Since this first encounter 

with the Self I have been very interested in finding ways of accessing my 

unconscious, working with my dreams, doing active imagination, and experimenting 

with creative arts. I do not know how much I have succeeded, but I still experience 

that inner peace even in the middle of such an unpredictable life as I have chosen to 

live.  

 

 

 

2.3 Plato's Picnic Area  

 

I find it rather amusing that I chose a picnic area to represent this section in 

my map, as now I see the connection with the meal that takes place in the 

Symposium. Perhaps it is a picnic area because this is a relaxed and playful 

discussion on the nature of eros, as I do no to attempt to begin, like Socrates, 

establishing '...a mutually acceptable definition of love- of what kind of thing it is, 

and what its powers are...' (Plato, 2002,237c). Instead, I will purposely choose some of 

the ideas Plato puts forward that I found particularly significant to interpret my 

subjective experience. In ASAR I declare my initial puzzlement at my own feelings, 

...I kept asking myself: what have I seen in this other man? and I find myself reflected in 

this quite humorous explanation given by Socrates:  

'So he is in love, but he has no idea what he is in love with. He does not know 

what has happened to him and he cannot explain it. It is as if he has caught an 
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inflammation of the eye from someone else and cannot say where it came 

from; he fails to appreciate that he is seeing himself in his lover as in a mirror. 

(...) He has contracted counter-love as a reflection of his lover's love,...' (Plato, 

2002,255d) 

 

This fragment seems to indicate that sometimes the love we feel may only be a 

reflection of what the other is feeling7. Delving deeper into the sources of this 

emotion, Socrates asserts that love can be love of beauty or love of wisdom and he 

concludes it must be love of beauty, as wisdom cannot be appreciated with the naked 

eye.  

 'For the keenest kind of perception the body affords us is the one that 

 comes through seeing, though we are not able to see wisdom, because as 

 with everything else which is an object of love, wisdom would cause 

 terrible pangs of love in us if it presented some kind of clear image of 

 itself by approaching our organ of sight.' (Plato, 2002,250d) 

 

In the Symposium Socrates also defends this argument (Plato, 1994,201a), 

whereas Diotima perhaps shows a position that is more in tune with my experience: 

'The next stage is for him to value mental beauty so much more than physical 

beauty that even if someone is almost entirely lacking the bloom of youth, but 

still has an attractive mind, that's enough to kindle his love and affection...' 

(Plato, 1994,210d) 

 

 I certainly was not attracted to physical beauty, but I must have sensed 

somewhere that Don Juan indeed had a deep knowledge, specifically, as I write in 

                                            

7 I address this topic in more depth in section 2.6 
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ASAR, ...how can a person outside you know more about you than you yourself? And, how 

can somebody have the recipe of a mystery of life -love? This must have been the most 

powerful attraction and it must have activated in me the still unknown organ that 

would be capable of perceiving wisdom.  

 

 In Phaedrus I found two ideas particularly connected to my discussion: firstly, 

love being a kind of madness granted by the gods, therefore positive and beneficial 

for the individual, and secondly, its educational value. 

'Meanwhile,  it  is  up  to  us  to  prove,  on  the  contrary,  that  this  kind  of  

madness  is  given  by  the  gods  to  help  us  achieve  the  greatest  happiness- 

a  proof  which  will  be  believed  by  the  wise,  if  not  the  clever.'  (Plato, 

2002,239a) 

 

 These two aspects of eros can also be found in ASAR, on the one hand, I did 

identify at the time that I was in a pathological state and looked for medical help, 

although without much success. Moore (1994,p.210) claims that 'tradition teaches that 

love is a daemon, a spirit, a trickster, an illness, or a madness, so it is not surprising 

that we often experience love pathologically.' Referring to this idea of insanity, De 

Sousa (2015,p.4) even calls it 'a syndrome: not a kind of feeling, but an intricate 

pattern of thoughts, behaviours, and emotions that tend to "run together."' 

 

 On the other hand I recognised the benefit this emotion brought to me 

specifically in terms of self-knowledge. Plato acknowledges that love's main gift is its 

educational value, but he claims that it will only be fulfilled if sex is avoided between 

the pair. In a beautiful mythical image Plato compares the human soul with a 
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charioteer driving two horses, one being good and the other the opposite8. Eros 

brought for me the gift of self-knowledge, and this perhaps was made possible by the 

fact that I did not 'gratify my lover', as Socrates himself would put it. In ASAR I write 

I never went out with this other man, never shared any personal intimate conversation, let 

alone had any kind of romantic involvement with him. Although I was following my 

personal values when I decided on the course of my actions, I am fully aware that the 

circumstances were favourable to allow me to stick to my principles. This is a highly 

improbable situation in relationships among mature adults who are in love in a 

Western country in the 21st century and I am sure the consequences would have 

been very different had it become a standard love affair. I am thankful that the story 

developed the way it did so that I could receive the gift.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Charioteer Amphora, 500BC, British Museum 

  

                                            

8 A short account of this story is included in Appendix A 
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 Finally I would like to include another powerful mythical image provided by 

Aristophanes in the Symposium. He claims that human nature was originally 

different, androgynous and complete in shape, human beings were round and had 4 

legs, 4 arms and two sets of genitals. They had tremendous power and Zeus decided 

to weaken them by cutting them in half. In his speech, he says that 'love draws our 

original nature back together, he tries to reintegrate us and heal the split in our 

nature.' (Plato, 1994,191d). We could certainly doubt that in reality human beings 

ever had that body configuration, but the image is definitely formidable in terms of 

describing the feeling that the person in love, and indeed me, experiences.  De Sousa 

(2015,p.23) argues that 'his myth will explain two things: why love's yearning can feel 

so intensely painful, and why falling in love feels like finding a very specific and 

unique missing piece of yourself.' 

 

 

Figure 4 – Androgyne, detail on ancient Greek amphora. 
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2.4 The Castle of Tristan and Iseult  

 

I chose a castle in my map to represent this myth, perhaps because while 

reading about it I discovered the masculine aspects of my psyche. Through this story 

I will discuss the concept of the animus and I will reflect on the image of the love 

potion.  

 

Johnson (1983,p.ix) argues that this mythical evocation of romantic love is told 

from a man's standpoint and seen through a man's eyes, claiming that "women's 

myths", such as Eros and Psyche, present a more exact picture of woman's inner 

structure. After reading both myths, I noticed I identified myself better with Tristan 

than with Psyche and this made me want to understand what elements may be 

behind it, especially unconscious ones. Johnson (1983,p.18) writes: 

'the psyche spontaneously divides itself into complementary opposites, 

representing them as masculine-feminine constellation. It characterizes some 

qualities as being "masculine" and certain others at being "feminine".' 

 

This discovery made me ponder about my own feminine and masculine 

qualities. I am a woman and I have never consciously had any doubts about my 

gender, although I have never asked myself the question of how it is that I know I am 

a woman beyond my physical appearance. Johnson (ibid,p.18) identifies as feminine 

qualities those such as capacity for relatedness and love, and as masculine ones the 

ability to wield power, control situations and defend territory. I may have a strong 

masculine side, for instance in terms of wanting knowledge and wanting to be in 

control of my own life. At the same time, I think I also possess feminine qualities 

such as ability to relate, nurture, and care for the young. What is true is that in my 

life I have been far more interested in acquiring knowledge, specifically practical 

philosophical knowledge, such as how to live or what love is, than in having my own 
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children. These former traits are typically considered masculine, whereas the latter 

are more commonly attributed to the feminine. Moreover, although it is undeniable 

that I have lived in a patriarchal society where women are usually discriminated 

against and downplayed, I have never felt inferior or mistreated for being a woman 

or, at least, I have had no conscious feeling of this. I have fought for what I wanted 

and I have found much or less resistance, but I have never blamed my gender as a 

cause of my problems or disadvantages. This may just be unconsciousness on my 

part, or perhaps we may say that it is my feminine aspects what I have neglected, 

taking them for granted, as I can see and feel I am a woman. Sanford (1980,p.10) 

writes: 

'Much greater is our ignorance of the masculine or feminine components 

within us that escape our attention because they are so entirely other than our 

consciousness. For this reason Jung once termed the integration of the shadow 

the "apprentice piece" of becoming whole, and the integration of the anima or 

animus the "master-piece".'  

 

The concept of the animus, or the masculine aspects in a woman’s psyche, 

becomes crucial when it comes to understanding the mechanism behind romantic 

love from a Jungian perspective. Johnson (1983,p.63), drawing on the concepts of 

anima and animus, explains: 

'Women relate to their animus side differently than men relate to anima, but 

there is one thing that men and women have in common: Romantic love 

always consists in the projection of the soul image. When a woman falls in 

love it is animus that she sees projected onto the mortal man before her.' 

 

Sanford (1980,p.15) claims that in the case of women 'such projections are 

especially likely to be made onto men who have the power of the word.' This clearly 

explains to me what I may have projected onto Don Juan, who was certainly a master 
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of words, although many of those words I was not aware I was listening to9. The 

significance of the animus on women's psyche is highlighted by Johnson (1989,p.27), 

who claims that 'the chronicle of a woman's life can be described in her struggle and 

evolution in relation to the masculine principle of life- whether she finds it outwardly 

in a human male or within herself as animus.' Likewise, Sanford (1980,p.63) argues 

that 'if a woman wants to come to rapprochement with her masculine side she needs 

to understand her man and his thoughts and feelings.'  

 

Therefore I considered it important to find out more about this side of my 

personality that was completely unknown to me. Coincidentally, while doing this 

research I attended a workshop entitled A look at women's wildish and instinctual 

nature in which we worked with the story 

Bluebeard10. The participants had to respond 

creatively to this story and I felt the strong urge to 

write the poem called If Bluebeard11. I had read 

the story before attending the workshop, but not 

the interpretation, and when I found out about it 

afterwards I was stunned by my own response to 

the tale. According to Estes (1992,p.40) 'The 

Bluebeard story is about the captor, the dark man 

who inhabits all women’s psyches, the innate 

predator. ' Similarly, Von Franz (1964,p.202) argues 

that Bluebeard is an example of negative animus and claims that '...[he] personifies 

all those semi conscious, cold, destructive reflections that invade a woman in the 

small hours, especially if she has failed to realize some obligation of feeling.' When I 

first read the story I was drawn to interpret it in the context of a mature relationship, 

in which the partners may understand the need of the other to keep some areas of 
                                            

9 I will expand on this in section 2.6 
10 Included in Appendix B 
11 Included in Appendix C 

Figure 5 - Barbe Bleue, Gustave Doré, 1862 
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their life to themselves, and I found Bluebeard's wife had betrayed him in a way. 

Could this mean a positive relationship with my animus? Von Franz (1964,p.99) 

argues that '…the animus is basically influenced by a woman’s father' and this made 

me wonder up to what point my feelings are influenced by the fact that I lost my 

father, with whom I had a very strong relationship, at the age of 7. This is something 

of myself that is worth analysing deeper and that doing this research has brought up 

into my mind. I believe getting to know my animus would be a positive step in my 

quest, as Sanford (1980,p.11) claims that 'it is especially important for self-knowle dge 

when it comes to the anima or animus, since these psychic factors can never become 

so conscious to us that they do not project themselves.' He argues that this '...is a 

matter of utilizing projections as mirrors, a task that is possible with the use of Jung's 

psychological concepts.' I think this is what I must have done when I reflected on 

what I saw in Don Juan and I concluded that it was perhaps the professional interest 

that we had in common, something I did not share with my husband and that I did 

not consider crucial as I had enough freedom in my relationship to pursue my own 

interests. 

 

From the previous reflection I look at my experience now as an encounter 

with or integration of my animus. Von Franz (1964,p.207) distinguishes 4 levels or 

stages of development of the animus and on the highest level: 

 'He gives the woman spiritual firmness, an invisible inner support that 

 compensates for her outer softness. (…) [he] …connects the woman’s mind 

 with the spiritual evolution of her age, and can thereby make her even more 

 receptive than a man to new creative ideas.' 

 

In my quest for mythological images I found a mighty one in the story of 

Tristan and Iseult -the magic potion. Tristan drinks the potion and 'He casts aside his 

duty to King Mark. He forgets his obligations. He gives up morality, loyalty, even 

necessity.' (Johnson, 1983,p.66) I immediately recognised this image as an apt 
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metaphor to describe the power of this emotion and the helplessness one feels when 

one is under its effects. 

 

Figure 6 – Tristan and Isolde, John Duncan, 1912 

 

As a symbol, 'the potion tells us that this is a love that is "magical", 

"supernatural"- it is neither personal nor voluntary; it comes from outside the lovers 

and possesses them against their will.' (ibid.,p.51). Because this is exactly how I felt, 

when none of my reasoning powers, my intellectual ability, or my practical 

experience of life could help me get rid of this feeling and the consequences it 

brought to my life at a point when I had a good relationship with another human 

being, it is sensible to ask myself: is love magic or a relationship? Johnson (1983,p.57) 

claims that romantic love: 
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'… is an energy system that surges out the unknown and uncharted depths of 

the unconscious, out of a part of ourselves that we don't see, don't understand, 

and can't reduce to common sense. Like the love potion, it seizes us against 

our will, stands us on our heads, turns our lives upside down, rearranges our 

loyalties.'  

 

This seems to reflect what I felt when in ASAR I wrote ... Will I ever go back to 

normal? Although fully acknowledging the transformative power of romantic love, 

Johnson believes that a simple relationship can offer happiness. He makes a 

distinction between romantic love and human love, which he describes as:  

'The real relatedness between two people is experienced in the small tasks 

they do together: the quiet conversation when the day's upheavals are at rest, 

the soft word of understanding, the daily companionship, the encouragement 

offered in a difficult moment, the small gift when least expected, the 

spontaneous gesture of love.' (Johnson, 1983,p.196) 

 

Johnson argues that Tristan is missing a second chance to find human love by 

refusing Iseult of the White hands, who can offer him a normal, human relationship. 

Understanding romantic love as a result of psychological projections, Sanford 

(1980,p.19) claims that '...to the extent that a relationship is founded on projection, the 

element of human love is lacking. (...) Real love begins when one person comes to 

know another for who he or she really is as a human being, and begins to like and 

care for that human being.' Similarly, Moustakas (1972p.112) points out that 'Honesty 

is a relative value. Truth is an enduring value. Romantic love is honest but it is not 

true. Love that undergoes the tests of time, crisis, and change and continues to exist 

is true love.' I would very much agree with these authors had I not gone through 

what happened to me, in fact, that was exactly my belief when I got married -I was 

embracing human love, with all its faults and delights, because I was well aware of 

this distinction back then, as I write in ASAR ...I was married to a person I loved, who 
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made me happy in many ways and dedicated his life to make mine easier, someone who I 

found funny and attractive. But now it seems to me I drank the potion and there is no 

turning back, I cannot get rid of its effects. Like Tristan, I have sworn 'and now what 

pity I feel for my wife, for her trust and her simple heart. See how these two Iseults 

have met me in an evil hour! and to each I have broken faith!' (Johnson, 1983,p.148)  

 

Hence how to make sense of my story? Perhaps I needed that next push, I 

needed such an experience so that I could achieve a further level of consciousness. 

'When we grow wise we learn that the disasters of life are often the genius of the 

unconscious, forcing our egos into a new experience of the self.' (Johnson, 1983,p.27). 

In ASAR I write ...since it happened I have the feeling that I am ready to die, that I don't 

need or want to see anything else, or I don't believe there's anything else for me in this life. 

This does not mean I have lost my willingness to live or I have suicidal thoughts, it is 

only that I do not think I will ever find anybody like Don Juan, even though I hardly 

know him and I know he would not be the person I would like him to be. Perhaps 

this has to do with the idea that in tales of romance death is used as a symbol of 

transformation, the only solution to the sufferings of romance is a change of 

consciousness and a change of values. 'When a new set of values comes into life and 

a new synthesis becomes possible, it must destroy the old world order of ego: Ego 

can only feel it as "death".' (Johnson, 1983,p.151). I cannot help feeling identified with 

Tristan, when he was about to die and waiting for Iseult the Fair, he says '...for we 

drank our death together and to remember the oath I swore to serve a single love, for 

I have kept that oath.' (ibid.,p.138) However irrational, this seems to be an 

undeniable feature of romantic love: 'the particularity of our loves, and consequently 

their irreplaceability.' (Solomon, 1990,p.201). 
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2.5 The Lake of Cupid and Psyche 

 

In the previous section I discovered and reflected on the masculine aspects of 

my psyche and in this section I would like to focus on the feminine, as is reflected by 

the symbol I unconsciously chose to represent this myth.  

 

Neumann (1971,p.57) claims that Eros and Psyche is '…one of the most 

compelling stories relating to the psychic development of the feminine', however, 

Psyche's story does not need to be seen only as a depiction of women's growth and 

Lowenthal (2004,p.49) considers that it '...concerns the sacred development of a 

human being more than the course of gender development.' In this regard there are 

views within depth psychology that claim that anima and animus exist both in men 

and women and according to Hillman (1973, cited in Boyd, 2003,p.142) in this myth 

there is an interplay between the anima and the animus which indicates that 'animus 

development with which the anima does not keep pace will lead a woman away 

from psychological understanding.' Similarly, Neumann’s interpretation of the myth 

as an account of feminine development shows that: 

'…women are not exonerated from working at anima cultivation simply 

because they are born female. The story of Psyche’s struggles document the 

trials a woman must encounter and resolve to realize her soul.' (Boyd, 

2003,p.141) 

I speculated earlier that it had been my feminine aspects, my anima, what I 

may have disregarded the most. If connectedness to the inner world of feelings is 

something that corresponds to the anima, I see now that this experience brought me 

a stronger connection with that part of myself that I had perhaps rejected in order to 

adapt to the requirements of married life. Johnson (1989,p.47) argues that: 

'When a woman is touched by an archetypal experience, she often collapses 

before it. It is in this collapse that she quickly recovers her archetypal 
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connection and restores her inner being. This constellates the helpful elements 

in her deeper self. A woman does this in a very different way from a man, () 

she generally has to withdraw to a very quiet place and remain still.'  

 

This may explain my urge at the time, as I write in ASAR …the only thing I 

wanted was to be alone. I was not aware at the time of the archetypal power of a 

wedding and how this was going to affect me. Johnson (1989,p.20) claims that 

'Marriage  is  a  total  commitment  for  a  woman,  it  is  not  so  all encompassing  for 

a  man.'  In retrospect I realise that consciously I did not attach such a strong 

relevance to my wedding, I understood my marriage as something quite practical, 

socially and culturally determined. Not being religious neither my partner nor me, 

we just took the vow because we thought it was something logical to do given the 

number of years we had been together, our age, and the positive state of our 

relationship. However, the personal meaning I attached to this act can be seen in 

ASAR when I write I made a personal commitment, and also a public one by deciding to 

marry him, to stay with him for the rest of my life and not to look at another man ever again. 

But probably, very deep down in me, in some part of myself I did not know it even 

existed, I felt something was completely changing or even dying. Moore (1994,p. 49) 

claims that 'When we marry, we are not only linking our lives to another individual, 

we are also entering a myth that reaches far into the most meaning-giving areas of 

the heart.' When at the beginning of the myth Psyche is forced to marry death, 

Johnson (1989,p.12) writes:  

 

'In truth the maiden does die on her wedding day; an era of her life is over 

 and she dies to many of the feminine elements she has lived thus far in her 

 life. Her wedding is her funeral in this sense.' 
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Figure 7 - The Wedding Banquet of Cupid and Psyche, Rafaello, 1517 

 

I write in ASAR ...I was perfectly happy when I got married, I had everything that 

I'd ever wanted, I was exultant. It is true that after my wedding I felt I was at a very 

sweet moment in my life, I had everything that I had ever wanted, in fact, I 

remember asking myself once how could everything be so perfect. Referring to 

marriage, Moore (1994,p.51) points out that  'We think it's a human institution, when 

at least in part it has a mysterious dimension that not only transcends but may 

contradict our human intentions, a dimension that is devilish and it is angelic.' 

Johnson (1989,p.19) compares the period after the wedding with paradise, and 

Neumann (1971,p.70) argues that this paradise depends on remaining in a state of 

ignorance. That was indeed my experience when I was confronted by “a serpent”: 

'The shadow urges a woman to question the paradise garden and gives her some 

wonderful and terrible tools for her purpose.' (Johnson, 1989,p.28) These tools are the 

lamp, or her capacity for consciousness and transformation, and the knife, something 

that can damage and kill.  
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In the myth Psyche's sisters have been identified with her shadow, as they 

appear to demand evolution. Jung said that the demand for growth in consciousness 

comes from the shadow, which contains the repressed or unlived sides of a person's 

total potential (see Johnson 1989,p.25). When I got married I know what part of 

myself I decided to put aside, perhaps in the shadow, and that was my desire to 

come to England to study, something my husband did not want me to do. I could 

understand him perfectly and to my rational mind it was perfectly acceptable to 

make this sacrifice because I had so many other things to do, and living with my 

partner had so many other benefits that putting that idea behind was not so 

important after all. But one does not know how powerful one's dreams are until one 

sees them projected on others. I now have to agree with Johnson (1989,p.38) when he 

claims that 'the myth tells us that henceforth, and under certain circumstances, when 

mere mortals undergo an archetypal experience, they may survive it, but will be 

radically changed by it.'  

 

The image from the myth that stayed in my mind most powerfully was Psyche 

putting the lamp on Eros because it reminded me of my process of reflection over the 

source of my feelings. 

 'When a woman lights the lamp of consciousness, she sees the animus, 

 quite correctly, as separate from her ego. Like Psyche, she is usually 

 overwhelmed, the animus seems so potent and godlike, and her conscious 

 self so worthless and helpless by comparison.' (Johnson, 1989,p.44) 
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Figure 8  - Psyche surprises the sleeping cupid,Louis-Jean-Francois Lagrenee, 1769 

 

Lowenthal (2004,p.38) claims that 'Psyche’s true relationship to the sacred 

begins when she shines light on her unseen lover, Eros.' It is at that moment when 

her lover flies away and she is faced with the tasks that Aphrodite sets for her, going 

through an ordeal that can be interpreted as an initiation and a change in the 

structure of consciousness12 (Moore, 1989,p.270). Perhaps I, as Psyche, used the lamp 

to project consciousness on my eros, and afterwards, I decided to use the knife to kill 

everything that was there before. I could not transform my relationship with my 

husband, because, as I write in ASAR, Don Juan ... shot his arrows and hit right on 

target, leaving me mortally wounded. If I wanted to be true to myself, I could not stay 

with a man and be thinking of another, as that is not the idea of love that I have in 

my mind. Perhaps I did something worse, which was to abandon a man who did not 

deserve what was happening to him, although how this fact impacted his personal 
                                            

12 Here I am reminded of the nigredo in the alchemical process 
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growth should deserve another chapter. Reminiscing about these events has 

prompted me to discover what Moore (1994,p.32) calls 'our mythology of love', our 

understanding of how relationships work and what we recognize as our models of 

success and failure.  

 

So far I cannot see clearly whether I encounter my animus, my shadow, or my 

anima, and which of those aspects I integrated. Boyd (2003,p.147) claims that 'In the 

course of human development, individuals encounter animas and animuses which 

serve as contemporary partners and which address stage-specific issues.' Regarding 

the process of individuation and the path towards wholeness, Sandner proposes a 

three-tiered system of individuation in which the first tier involves the encounter 

with shadow material and the second tier the projection of the animus (Sandner, 

2006, cited in Damery, 2014,p.48). I may have been confronted with all of the above, 

and this difficulty to put a concrete label on these unconscious elements may be due 

to what Von Franz (1964,p.183) calls "contamination of unconscious contents": 

 'In the unconscious, one is unfortunately in the same situation as in a moonlit 

 landscape. All the contents are blurred and merge into one another, and one 

 never knows exactly what or where anything is, or where one thing begins 

 and ends.'  
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2.6 The Hypnosis Fountain 

 

 The location of The Hypnosis Fountain on the map tells me something about 

the importance I attach to this element. It is a solid structure situated at the very 

beginning of the journey and it occupies this significant space because I believe a 

hypnotic experience was at the origin of my story, playing a crucial role in how the 

events unfolded. 

 

 Before having my first real life encounter with hypnosis I had heard of these 

kind of experiences but never paid much attention. As a curious human being I have 

always felt attracted by psychic phenomena, although I had never pursued my 

interest formally. However, I now wonder together with Eisenbud (1984,p.87) how 

the fact that one person can mentally influence the thoughts and actions of another, 

despite being 'one of the oldest facts of nature known to man', is nevertheless '...one 

of the least investigated areas of parapsychology, let alone science.' 

 

 I still vividly remember the specific moment when I was hypnotised, I believe 

it was the first time and probably the most powerful, although at the time I did not 

realise anything special had occurred and I continued living my life as if nothing had 

happened. It was not until more than a year later when reading some literature on 

the subject that I could recognise that experience as an example of a hypnotic trance. 

I must have known Don Juan for just a couple of weeks and because he lived on my  

way home I would sometimes give him a lift. One day we were in my car and we 

were talking about departmental issues when he said, We must find a common 

language that allows us to... I looked at him in astonishment thinking, What the 

heck is this guy talking about? I remember his eyes staring at mine, and then it 

was as if my mind turned off, like a television. After that I only remember seeing 
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myself in my mind's eye when I was a teenager and I used to spend nights at home 

copying translations of English songs that were broadcasted on the radio. As I was 

watching these images in my mind, I said aloud: That was me, and I felt like a lid 

popping out in my heart area. Probably from that moment on my psyche was 

completely reshaped, though my conscious self did not have a clue of the powerful 

psychological process it had been submitted to. It is important to remember that in 

real life I had just got married so I guess that consciously I had envisioned for me a 

very different life than that of a teenager's in her bedroom. It is only now in 

retrospect, seeing the person that I have become, that I can make sense of that 

moment. 

 

 Reading literature for this research I have found many examples of how 

scholars easily explain a situation like the one I reported above. For the psychologist 

Milton Erikson, hypnosis is: 

'a state of special awareness characterized by a receptiveness to ideas. (...) 

 Thus, Erickson is willing to label as a hypnotic phenomenon the 

 heightened attention exhibited by a person who is surprised or told 

 something outrageous.' (Erikson, 1985, cited in Kirmayer, 1988,p.165). 

 

 Eisenbud (1984,p.88) claims that it has been demonstrated 'that 

"entrancement" could be produced by optical fixation and simple verbal suggestion' 

and Stevens (2017,p.272) argues that: 

'...if performed satisfactorily, it results in the attainment of a "trance" state 

wherein therapeutic change or self-development is more easily achieved.  (...) 

The client might experience the enactment of symbolic rituals, a meeting with 

their past or future selves, (...). While what they experience is not logical in 

terms of the social-oriented world, it is powerful and can bring about 
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significant behavioural and attitudinal changes when they return to that 

everyday world.'  

 

 I believe Don Juan put me in trance many other times without me knowing at 

all. How was my mind functioning at the time? Barret (2001,p.1) argues that although 

most people think that '…being hypnotized could label them as being weak-willed, 

naive or unintelligent, modern research shows that hypnotisability is correlated with 

intelligence, concentration and focus.' In ASAR I write Everything that happened 

between us took place at a mental -and mostly unconscious- level, at least on my part and 

...different types of paranormal phenomena... For a period of time I must have been going 

in and out of an altered state of consciousness not knowing what was happening 

during those moments. I did have a strange feeling, as I wrote in ASAR what I did 

know is that this other man knew what had been going on. He'd done something, something 

very strange had happened here… I could not understand or interpret this because at the 

time something of this nature did not even occur to me. Now I can understand it as 

what Jung (1964,p.4) called a psychic event:  

'There are, moreover, unconscious aspects of our perception of reality. The 

first is the fact that even when our senses react to real phenomena, sights, 

sounds, they are somehow translated from the realm of reality into that of the 

mind. Within the mind they become psychic events, whose ultimate nature is 

unknowable (for the psyche cannot know its own psychical substance).'  
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Figure 9 - Metamorphosis of Narcissus, Salvador Dalí, 1937 

 

Moreover, these events must have started a sort of telepathic channel of 

communication between us of which I was completely unaware. The connection 

between hypnosis and telepathic experiences is addressed in Reed (1994,p.338) who 

in his experiments called "the community of sensations" observed that 'there 

appeared to be a telepathic transference of thoughts, feelings, and sensations from 

hypnotist to subject.' Thinking back on those days, I realise now that through using 

altered states of consciousness a relationship was growing between us of which I was 

completely oblivious, because as I said earlier nothing happened in the outside world 

other than a normal working relationship, and one in which we did not have much 

direct contact. On the difficulty of detecting the presence of ESP, Rhine (1967, cited in 

Reed, 1994,p.333) claims that '... it comes from within one's own self, dressed up as 

one of the mind's normal activities -a thought, a feeling, an image, or a memory.'  
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 The experiments with interactions in the imaginal space carried out by Reed 

(1996,p.84) may help to further explain the effect that imagination may have on 

people's actual feelings. His concern is looking at what happens when people 

attempt to communicate, not from the outside, but from the inside, and the focus of 

his research has been this inner form of communication. These ideas shed light on 

certain parts of my experience I could not make sense of, even perhaps on the 

romantic feeling that invaded me towards the end. Was it really not my own 

feeling?13 It did feel authentic though inexplicable, and I wonder now up to what 

point I owned it.  It may only be that I have occupied a place in this individual's 

imagination and I have felt experiences that were not mine, that I did not imagine 

myself. I must have been in the hands (well, mind only) of an extraordinary kind of 

human being. In this respect, Diamond's paper (1984) on the unique contribution that 

the hypnotist makes to the phenomenon of hypnosis was enlightening. He reviews 

the work of several authors who emphasised the relational link between the subject 

and the hypnotist, among them Kline (1958, cited in Diamond, 1984,p.6), who claims 

that 'The mental set of the hypnotist, his willingness and ability to enter into an 

intensified emotional relationship with the patient, are among the critical conditions 

for the induction... and utilization of a hypnotic state.'  

 

 Whether due to the power or the process, the skill of the hypnotist, or 

the mental state of the hypnotised, what is undeniable is the transformation that all 

this provoked in me. White (1998,p.129) talks about the Exceptional Experience, what 

she defines as '…an anomalous one -one whose existence is considered questionable 

or impossible in Western consensus reality. EEs are psychic, mystical, death-related, 

and strange encounter experiences that raise eyebrows.' When people who have had 

an EE initiate a process of transformation in which lives, worldviews and even 

identities can be transformed, the EE becomes an Exceptional Human Experience 

(EHE).  Within these she includes psychic experiences, which involve psychic 

                                            

13 Here I am reminded of Socrates and contracting “counter love” 
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elements such as hypnosis and telepathy, and which promote 'viewing the world in 

new, more connected ways at the levels of both the individual life view and the 

worldview.' (White, 1998,p.136) Similarly, the Holy Grail experience is described 'as 

being a once-in-a-lifetime experience that people seek out for the rest of their lives, 

hoping for another glimpse.' (Johnson, 1990, cited in Gow, 2006,p.1). They can be 

triggered by some hypnotic phenomena and individuals who have gone through this 

experience report that they 'gained strength for their life journeys' (Gow, 2006,p.2) 

and that 'their lives have taken on new meaning and are richer' (ibid,p.5). This may 

explain my positivity and sense of fulfilment even when everything else around me 

was falling apart14. 

 

Finally I would like to ponder about something I write in ASAR  I was mentally 

raped. What he did to me is ethically questionable, but because the consequences are so 

amazing at an inner level, I cannot blame him. As I said earlier, I was happy with what I 

had given up in order to share my life with someone else, and I was conscious of my 

renunciation up to a point. Without having asked for it and without knowing it, I 

was subjected to a very powerful method that reshaped my psyche and made me go 

through a transformative experience, but after feeling the effects of this technique I 

cannot complain. I agree it is beneficial, and I would say it feels like when one is 

driving a car on a stormy night and someone else wipes off the steamy windows. 

This is what hypnosis did to my inner vision, numerous questions or fuzzy areas of 

my mind were now as clear as a summer sky. However, Jung himself must have 

been aware of the power of this method to write:   

'I gave up hypnotic treatment for this very reason, because I did not want to 

impose my will on others. I wanted the healing processes to grow out of the 

patient's own personality, not from suggestions by me that would have only a 

                                            

14 I can see the parallelism with the activation of the Self archetype which I discussed in section 2.2.2.   
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passing effect. My aim was to protect and preserve my patient's dignity and 

freedom, so that he could live his life according to his own wishes.' (Jung, 

1964,p.45) 

 

 

 

2.7 The River of Synchronicity 

 

Perhaps it is no coincidence that I chose a river to represent synchronicity, as I 

see they are both bearers of life giving qualities15. Moreover, the river occupies a 

central position in the map, just as synchronicity played a key role in my story and, 

as I will discuss later, in both life and love.  

 

Before this event happened in my life I was well aware of the significance and 

capricious nature of coincidences. As an example, one day about 25 years ago when I 

was driving my 20-year-old Volkswagen Beetle through English country roads the 

car broke down. Back in those times mobile phones did not exist and I was alone, so 

it was not an easy situation, but soon another vehicle stopped by my side. The driver 

told me he was the president of the Volkswagen Beetle association in a town nearby, 

asked me whether he could have a look at my car, and a in a matter of minutes it was 

fixed. This coincidence has stayed in my memory as one of my most cherished ones, 

although perhaps with no other consequences beyond making me feel very lucky at 

the time. But the coincidences that took place at this other point in my life had a 

much more profound impact on my psyche and provoked in me a change of 

worldview.   

                                            

15 Water is a symbol for the deepest spiritual nourishment of humanity, (Johnson, 1991,p.ix) 
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In ASAR I expressed that I was struck by the fact that these two events, my 

marriage and my falling in love with someone else, would coincide in my life with 

such a precision. This may not be so strange, as Robertson (2002,p.98) explains: 

 'Synchronicities increase in intensity, frequency, and clarity at special 

 times. These include times of transition, ceremony, crisis, fear, and other 

 exceptional times: birth, death, marriage, separation, changes in 

 professional life, and so on.' 

 

I speculated earlier with the activation of the Self archetype, the archetypal 

power of a wedding, and the marriage as an alchemical vessel as triggers of this 

process of transformation. It could be worth adding the trickster element that 

transpersonal experiences usually contain, an archetype that is basically 

deconstructive, that 'jolts people out of their complacency' (Krippner, 2002,p.15). It is 

therefore likely than any or some of these archetypes were activated in my life and 

they caused the phenomenal set of coincidences that took place back then, as Jung 

(2010,p.20) argued that '...certain phenomena of simultaneity or synchronicity seem 

to be bound up with the archetypes.' I have also considered my experience as a stage 

in my process of individuation and Von Franz (1964,p.227) claims that 'Synchronistic 

events, moreover, almost invariably accompany the crucial phases of the process of 

individuation.' Jung considered synchronistic events as "creative acts", they are 

acausal events and therefore open to interpretation, and he warned us against 

thinking of every event whose cause is unknown as "causeless" (Jung, 2010,p.102). 

Appreciating this powerful coincidence in my life forced me, like Psyche, to stop and 

stand still because I could intuit this was something to ponder on. Durant 

(2002,p.492) claims that 'an important part of synchronicity, therefore, is a 

willingness to imagine that the events in our life may not be separate from us.' Apart 

from the numerous coincidences I identified when I first thought back on what had 

happened that year in school, there was one synchronicity that constituted a turning 
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point in my understanding because an outer event seemed to respond to my inner 

reflections at the time. I was thinking that perhaps I should have talked more often 

about my husband and that I wish Don Juan had met him, something that I thought 

was completely impossible then. One night, at the beginning of the autumn when I 

was no longer working in the school, I was out with my husband in Madrid city 

centre when I bumped into Don Juan, who was sitting with somebody on a terrace in 

a quiet street. We definitely saw and recognised each other very well, though we did 

not say anything. I was left shaken because my inner wish seemed to have been 

fulfilled -now life itself was playing a role in my story. This event made a profound 

impact on me and to this day this synchronicity still has an uncanny air in my 

memory. 

 

Main (2007,p.13) offers a detailed discussion on what type of phenomena may 

be accounted for as a synchronicity, claiming that the difference between coincidence 

and synchronicity 'depends on the additional property of meaningfulness.' Other 

scholars have emphasised the idea of meaning, for instance Durant (2002,p.491) 

argues that 'beyond understanding in causal terms, synchronicity is an archetypal 

experience of meaning, and meaningfulness, from the "inside out".' Similarly, Peat 

(1987, cited in Robertson, 2002,p.98) writes that 'it is the nature of synchronicity to 

have meaning and, in particular, to be associated with a profound activation of 

energy deep within the psyche.' At the time I had not heard of Jungian psychology 

but I instinctively looked for meaning in these events and this took me to mentally 

revise my whole previous life, plus all the incidents that took place with Don Juan. 

This statement that takes two lines on a page meant in reality thousands of hours of 

reminiscence, of connecting dots, of eureka moments, which probably made me 

overcome what Jung (1995,p.84) calls the 'child-like state where life consists of single, 

unrelated experiences'. Metzner (1998,p. 30), referring to Gurdejieff’s system, argues 

that the process of self-remembering is the key to man's awakening 'and then all 

surrounding life acquires for him a different aspect and a different meaning.' I found 

a threat to my life, I recognised what my aims had been since I could remember, 
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knowing about the nature of love had been one of my earliest interests and how my 

different relationships over the years had helped me to fulfil that wish. At that point I 

was in love so it was a very good opportunity to investigate what had happened, 

what the mechanism was, or as I write in ASAR, the recipe of a mystery of life. 

Although it was just a self-reflexive process with no outside help, I may have done 

something similar to what Atkinson (1990,p.206) calls personal mythmaking, which 

he defines as 'recognizing and understanding the archetypal images and traditional 

motifs in one's life story.' He claims that this is 'a process of self-discovery that adds 

perspective, depth, and connectedness to one's sense of being.' Metzner (1998,p.112) 

understands the result of this process as '...the undividedness of the individuated 

person who has a unifying vision that integrates all of life's experiences...'. 

 

  

Figure 10- Marble relief of Kairos, circa 330 BC 

If we accept that synchronistic experiences happen in people's lives, and that 

they do so for a reason, we may wonder what the purpose of these events may be, 

and one aspect that I consider relevant here is the role of synchronistic experiences in 

spiritual transformation. I am not a religious person, I was brought up in the 

normative strict Catholicism in Spain in the seventies and I blame my upbringing for 
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my complete rejection of religion. I have tried to live a good life, to "do the right 

thing", finding my values more in philosophic and humanistic approaches than in 

any type of organised religion. After going through this experience I had the distinct 

feeling that there was something else, an unknown director of my life, or that my life 

had certainly had a thread which linked my different experiences altogether, and that 

this was for a good cause. I cannot bring myself to call it god, instead I call it life, or 

what Greene (2007,p.138) calls "mysterious intelligence", the one that chooses what 

people enter our life and the effect they have on us. I also prefer to put the focus on 

the individual instead of anything external and I agree with Johnson (1991,p.9) when 

he claims that the religious process 'consists of restoring the wholeness of the 

personality.' 

 

Finding this meaning in my life was a source of great inner peace and joy, 

despite the difficult times that came with it. Since then synchronicity has become my 

first and only command and Jung maybe my "personal Jesus"16. The spiritual status 

of synchronicity is extensively reviewed in Main (see 2007) who also connects it to 

the reality of psychic phenomena, something that I discussed in section 2.6.  The idea 

of Jung as the author of a foundational document of a specific type of religion is 

presented in Hanegraff (2016,p.131), but unfortunately I do not know enough 

Jungian psychology to appreciate it that way. However, his theories have served me 

to interpret some episodes of my life that would otherwise be still puzzling me and I 

would like to incorporate his psychology into my life as a 'state of mind and a system 

of theory and practice' (Stevens, 2001,p.161), as it aligns with my human experience 

much more than any other religion I know. It may also be argued that the religious or 

spiritual aspect of my experience has to do with eros and the experience of romantic 

love, as Johnson claims this is how Western people meet the gods (Johnson, 

1983,p.73).  It is really difficult, and maybe pointless for the time being, to try to draw 

a line separating these two ideas. What I know is that nowadays in my everyday life 

                                            

16 Song by Depeche Mode,1989 
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synchronicity seems to be more present and helps me to organise my life in a way 

that romantic love does not. 

 

In ASAR I write Was this story fate, or destiny? Could I have avoided it and 

continued living the life I had chosen for myself? Did I do something to provoke it? When I 

got married I felt I was the author of my own life, I thought I was aware of my 

cultural conditionings, my personal limitations, I believed in my own freedom and 

capability to make choices. Jung (1964,p.72) writes: 

'A man likes to believe that he is the master of his soul. But as long as he is 

unable to control his moods and emotions, or to be conscious of the myriad 

secret ways in which unconscious factors insinuate themselves into his 

arrangements and decisions, he is certainly not his own master. These 

unconscious factors owe their existence to the autonomy of the archetypes.' 

 

Experiencing and learning about synchronicity has completely changed my 

worldview. Since this happened I have lived my life without making any long-term 

plans, always looking out for coincidences that may give me insight into life 

decisions. Durant (2002,p.497) points out that 'To story our lives with an emphasis on 

the synchronistic events in them is to open those lives to the power of the self, the 

archetype beyond paradox.'  

 

Now it is clear to me why at the end of The River of Synchronicity we find The 

Beach of Individuation. I honour the synchronicities that led to my process of 

individuation, because once one has completed the process it feels good, it is a 

pleasant and relaxing experience, just as lying under the umbrella shade on a quiet 

beach in a sunny afternoon. I am reminded of Jung, when he writes: 
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'Something else, too, came from my illness. I might formulate it as an 

 affirmation of things as they are: an unconditional "yes" to that which is, 

 without subjective protests- acceptance of the conditions of existence as I see 

 them and understand them, acceptance of my own nature, as I happen to be.' 

 (Jung, 1995,p.328). 

 

 

 

2.8 The Vil lage of Projections 

 

This village is situated on the map far away in the distance perhaps because it 

stands for an idea that has been unravelling in my discussion on love and that takes 

away all the magic and numinosity of this powerful feeling -that it may just be the 

consequence of psychological projections. What is the nature of our loves? 

 

The notion of transference is not necessarily negative, as Coppin & Nelson 

(2017,p.196) claim 'transference and projection are seen as descriptions of the natural 

exchange between knower and known. Ultimately, depth psychology asserts, they 

are the only means one has of knowing anything at all.' Similarly, Johnson 

(1983,p.194) argues that 'we need to revere the unconscious parts of ourselves that 

we project. When we love our projection, when we honor our romantic ideals and 

fantasies, we affirm infinitely precious dimensions of our total selves.' Perhaps the 

key is that 'projection in itself is neither good nor bad; it is what we do with it that 

counts.' (Sanford, 1980,p.20). This makes me think that the object of our loves really 

dwells in ourselves, rather than in specific external individuals, an idea similar to 

what Plato described as 'seeing himself in his lover as in a mirror.' (Plato, 2002,255d). 

Solomon (1990,p.57) emphasizes the connection between romantic love and self-
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identity and argues that 'romantic love, in a certain type of society, is the search for 

and creation of personal identity.' Likewise, Johnson (1991,p.91) writes that 'Who has 

not fallen in love with someone where he or she shouldn't? To keep faith with this 

and with one's ethical and moral sense at the same time is to set the stage for the Self'. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Cupid and Psyche, Edvard Munch, 1907 

 

In ASAR I write This has left me with a sour feeling regarding love, is it impossible 

to commit to anyone? If I've done this, can I ever trust myself again? For better or for 

worse romantic love and the nature of our relationships is a subject that is marked by 

individuality, by the specific situation and personalities of the people involved. 
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There are no true or false answers, no right or wrongs, no ready-made solutions for 

any specific situations. 

'If there is a solution, it can only be unique, from individual to individual, 

from one woman to one man. Eros is in its essence only meaningful if it is 

completely, uniquely individual.' (Von Franz, 1980, cited in Sanford, 

1980,p.102). 

 

 Johnson (1983,pp.131-132) claims that romantic love is a paradox, consisting 

of a mixture of "divine" love, a natural urge towards the inner world, and of "human" 

love, our love of real people. But romantic love is a necessary stage in our 

psychological evolution and we have to find a way to evolve and refine these two 

loves. The only way we Westerners have to approach these loves is 'to fall in love, to 

be crucified in the paradox and learn.' This might have been in my unconscious 

when, inspired by the impressive photograph of the crucified woman, I created the 

collage in figure 12. It is at least curious that I chose to use two flamenco dresses as 

nails, something that perhaps points towards this paradox. Even with its pains and 

sufferings, I have to agree with Moore when he claims that 'Romantic love is not only 

a necessary illusion, it is a desirable deception.' (Moore, 1994,p.156) 
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Figure 12 - Collage by Laura, 2017 

 

After the research I have carried out and my own life experience I have come 

to acknowledge the strong link between our loves and synchronicity. A similar view 

is presented in De Sousa (2015,p.75): 

'I conclude that love does not derive from reason, virtue, or Kantian core 

rationality. It is largely the offspring of chance: in proximity, order of 

acquaintance, pheromone compatibility, genetic influences, and accidents of 

taste, transference, and habit. And it is none the worse for that.' 
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Curiously, Don Juan seems to agree with us, although I will not call upon 

academic sources to validate my idea.  Besides a teacher, he was a translator and a 

poet and a couple of years after we met he published a book where I found a poem 

that I think refers to our story. I have no way of proving this, as it is not dedicated to 

anybody in particular and it can indeed apply to many other stories, however, I think 

it serves me well to illustrate my point. The original is in Spanish and the translation 

is mine. 

 

TWO ZEBRAS 

The man. The vault. The ark that will save every variety of seed 

given to man's future tooth. The cold. The gale and its 

continuous veil. We could do the same with love and its range 

of products in case the light ran out. In the meantime, let us 

walk synchronised like two zebras under the rainfall.  

 

 As a poetic closure to this study, I would like to include this poem that 

synthesises everything I have written about here.  

 

KIERKEGAARD’S PRISM 

  You refracted the colours of my life 

  Upturned 

  A singular light 
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3. Conclusion  

 

In this paper I developed my interest in Jungian psychology and I attempted 

to interpret my subjective experience using some of its concepts. I gained new 

understandings of the workings of my psyche, specifically the existence of 

autonomous figures such as the animus, and I learnt about the role these concepts 

played in my process of individuation. I discovered the value of mythology to 

understand human psychology and I found several mythological images that help 

me make sense of my subjective experience. In ASAR I write what else is still in me that 

I don't know about? Besides finding these new understandings, I discovered that there 

are many aspects of my sense of self that are connected to what Jung called the 

collective unconscious and my personal beliefs and desires are strongly determined 

by this. I have now incorporated these insights into my life and they have certainly 

shifted the way I look back on my experience and how I approach life nowadays. I 

can see this transformation when I compare my ASAR story with this research and 

how I made sense of different episodes of my life. However, I said I would adopt the 

stance of the inquiring person and therefore I admit that this knowledge is partial 

and that surely there would be much to add to what I have presented here.  

 

One of my major difficulties in carrying out this study was my previous lack 

of knowledge of the psychological concepts and the research methods I employed. 

Towards the end of my research I found myself with a wealth of material and I 

realised that nearly every site on my map would have deserved a whole dissertation; 

the more I delved into the topic the wider the connections and the discoveries.  I 

found some value in presenting this kaleidoscopic view, which may just be a 

reflection that there are different symbolic approaches to the same literal facts. I used 

an eclectic methodology drawing mainly on intuitive and autoethnographic 

approaches, but I feel I have not made clear how I followed this methodology. I have 

not reported dreams that guided my research or intuitions I followed and which led 
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to the final result. Some places in my map remain unexplored, or at least not 

acknowledged in the main body of the text. The Dream Cove refers to the work I 

have been doing with my dreams, an area of study that has become paramount in 

my life. The Valley of Tears is the place where I retire when overwhelmed by 

frustration, and it deserved a place in the work. The Forest of Enquiry corresponds to 

my struggle with methodology and how this may resemble a wild forest in its varied 

and sometimes obscure nature. Finally, the Trickster had to have a place, if only not 

to make him upset.  I am immensely grateful for having had the opportunity to do 

this research, something I had never imagined could be possible. It has been an 

exercise of "learning by doing" and therefore I do not claim to have produced 

anything of significant value. Perhaps the only worth it may deserve lays in its 

uniqueness, in its exclusive individuality. If I started the same work from the place I 

am now, the end product will certainly be very different.  

 

The treasure I found by taking this journey is what I learnt and how this is 

going to impact my personal and professional life. For the former, I have found the 

right tools to engage passionately in the exploration of my inner world, moreover, 

the activity of autobiographical writing is something that I would like to engage with 

and a good place to start would be the piece I wrote as a prelude to this work. In 

regards to my profession, while carrying out research for this dissertation another 

project has slowly gestated in parallel. As a teacher of English as a foreign language, I 

want to design a course that would integrate aspects of Jungian psychology with 

language learning. This is something that ignites my creativity and makes me feel 

joyfully alive, it has become my new dream and it fills my mind and heart, as I have 

always believed life is all about following your dreams.  

Life can only be understood backwards; 

but it must be lived forwards. 

 Søren Kierkegaard  
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An extract of the Myth of the Charioteer in Plato's Phaedrus (2002). 

 

 '... a soul is like an organic whole made up of a charioteer and his team of 

 horses. Now, while the horses and the charioteers of gods are always 

 thoroughly good, those of everyone else are a mixture. Although our 

 inner  ruler drives a pair of horses, only one of his horses is thoroughly 

 noble  and good, while the other is thoroughly the opposite. This inevitably 

 makes driving, in our case, difficult and disagreeable.' (246a) 

 

 '...the bad horse, prances and lunges forward violently, making life  extremely 

 difficult for its team-mate and for the charioteer, and compelling them to 

 head towards the beloved and bring up the subject of  the pleasures of sex.'  

 (254a) 

 

 'If the better aspects of their minds win and steer them towards orderly 

 conduct and philosophy, they live a wonderful, harmonious life here on 

 earth, a life of self-control and restraint, since they have enslaved the part 

 which allowed evil into the soul and freed the part which allowed  goodness  

 in.' (256a) 
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The following short descriptions of the myths of Cupid and Psyche and Tristan 
and Iseult have been taken from Robinson and Wilson, (1962). 

 

Cupid and Psyche (p. 131) 

 

Psyche, a young maiden, was the object of widespread admiration for her great 

beauty, so much so that the worship of Venus, the goddess of beauty, was neglected. 

The goddess, vexed at this, ordered her son, Cupid, god of love, to cause the young 

maiden to fall in love with some ugly, shameful creature. Instead, Cupid fell in love 

with her himself. Aided by Apollo, Cupid arranged to have the lovely Psyche 

brought as his wife to a beautiful palace in a remote place. However, Cupid made 

himself invisible, and Psyche never saw him, although she was quite content with his 

love.  

 

After a time Psyche longed to see her two sisters, and Cupid reluctantly agreed to 

have them brought to the palace. Before their arrival, however, Cupid warned 

psyche not to let them persuade her to try to see him. The sisters were jealous of 

Psyche’s happiness and convinced her that her husband might well be a serpent, and 

that the only way to find out would be to attempt to see him. They provided her with 

a lamp and a knife, and that night, while he slept, she sought him out. Instead of a 

serpent she saw a beautiful being, whom she recognized as the god of love, and, 

reproaching herself, she fell on her knees. As she did so a drop of oil from the lamp 

fell on Cupid’s shoulder. He awakened and flew away.  

 

Left alone, Psyche wandered through the world in search of Cupid, subjected to 

numerous torments by Venus. Sent by Venus to Proserpina in Hades to fetch for her 

some of the latter’s beauty in a box, Psyche could not help opening the box, from 

which there issued dense black fumes which caused her to fall into a deep sleep. In 
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this state she was found by Cupid and returned to consciousness. He took her then to 

the palace of Jupiter to interest the god in her plight. Jupiter endowed Psyche with 

immortality and, on insisting that Venus be reconciled to her, the pair were married.  

 

Tristam and Iseult (p. 150) 

 

Tristam (or Tristrem or Tristan), whose name means “the sad one”, was the son of 

King Rouland of Erminia, and King Mark’s sister, Blanchefleur, or of Meliodas, king 

of Lyoness, and King Mark’s sister, Elizabeth. A great hunter, harpist, linguist, 

horseman, fencer, and chessplayer, Tristam is one of the greatest knightly heroes in 

the romantic literature of the world. 

 

He killed King Moraunt of Ireland and Sir Morholt, and Irish giant who dared to 

demand tribute in men and money from King Mark, but was wounded on each 

occasion, though not fairly, as his foes used poisoned weapons. Hearing of the magic 

powers of Iseult of Ireland, he went to that country to be healed of his wounds. 

When he returned to his uncle’s court, cured, he was so enthusiastic about Iseult and 

painted her in such glowing terms that Mark fell in love with her, and decided that 

he wanted her for his queen.  

 

Tristam then sailed for Ireland again, not on his own account this time but as his 

uncle’s ambassador, to bring Iseult back with him. On the homeward voyage, the 

inevitable happened: Tristam and Iseult fell hopelessly and madly in love with each 

other. Nothing could lessen or interfere with their love, not even the marriage of 

Mark and Iseult. Many times, luck was with the lovers, who were at least as clever 

and resourceful as the enemies who tried to trap them, but eventually they were 

discovered together. In order to escape the wrath of Mark, Tristam fled to Brittany 
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and offered his services to the king, Howel. Under the mistaken impression that 

Iseult had forgotten him, he married another Iseult, King Howel’s daughter, Iseult of 

the White Hands, or Iseult of Brittany; but the marriage never became more than a 

ceremony, as he did not make her his wife in reality. Tristram soon learned that 

Mark’s Iseult had not forgotten him, but too late. Later, suffering from another 

wound, he sent for the first Iseult to cure him; but Iseult of the White Hands, jealous, 

falsely told him that she had refused to come to his aid. Heartbroken, Tristram 

turned his face to the wall and died. Soon after Iseult arrived, only to find her lover 

dead, and she joined him in death. In some versions, Tristram died, not of grief, but 

by the hand of Mark, who killed him as he sang and played the harp to Iseult of 

Ireland. In other tellings, Iseult arrived in time to give her lover a moment of 

happiness before he died.  
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This is the story of Bluebeard that appears in Estes, C. P. (1992), p. 36-40. 

 

There is a hank of beard which is kept at the convent of the white nuns in the far 

mountains. How it came to the convent no one knows. Some say it was the nuns who 

buried what was left of his body, for no one else would touch it. Why the nuns 

would keep such a relic is unknown, but it is true. My friend’s friend has seen it with 

her own eyes. She says the beard is blue, indigo-colored to be exact. It is as blue as 

the dark ice in the lake, as blue as the shadow of a hole at night. This beard was once 

worn by one who they say was a failed magician, a giant man with an eye for 

women, a man known by the name of Bluebeard. 

‘Twas said he courted three sisters at the same time. But they were frightened of his 

beard with its odd blue cast, and so they hid when he called. In an effort to convince 

them of his geniality he invited them on an outing in the forest. He arrived leading 

horses arrayed in bells and crimson ribbons. He set the sisters and their mother upon 

the horses and off they cantered into the forest. There they had a most wonderful day 

riding, and their dogs ran beside and ahead. Later they stopped beneath a giant tree 

and Bluebeard regaled them with stories and fed them dainty treats. 

The sisters began to thin, “Well, perhaps this man Bluebeard is not so bad after all”. 

They returned home all a-chatter about how interesting the day had been, and did 

they not have a good time? Yet, the two older sisters’ suspicions and fears returned 

and they vowed not to see Bluebeard again. But the youngest sister thought if a man 

could be that charming, then perhaps he was not so bad. The more she talked to 

herself, the less awful he seemed, and also the less blue his beard. 

So when Bluebeard asked for her hand in marriage, she accepted. She had given his 

proposal great thought and felt she was to marry a very elegant man. Marry they 

did, and after, rode off to his castle in the woods.  
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One day he came to her and said, “I must go away for a time. Invite your family here 

if you like. You may ride in the woods, charge the cooks to set a feast, you may do 

anything you like, anything your heart desires. In fact, here is my ring of keys. You 

may open any and everydoor to the storerooms, the money rooms, any door in the 

castle: but this little tiny key, the one with the scrollwork on top, do not use.  

His bride replied, “Yes, I will do as you ask. It all sounds very fine. So, go, my dear 

husband, and do not have a worry and come back soon.” And so off he rode and she 

stayed.  

Her sisters came to visit and they were, as all souls are, very curious about what the 

Master had said was to be done while he was away. The young wife gaily told them.  

“He said we may do anything we desire and enter any room we wish, except one. 

But I don’t know which one it is. I just have a key and I don’t know which door it 

fits.” 

The sisters decided to make a game of finding which key fit which door. The castle 

was three stories high, with a hundred doors in each wing, and as there were many 

keys on the ring, they crept from door to door having an immensely good time 

throwing open each door. Behind one door were the kitchen stores, behind another 

the money stores. All manner of holdings were behind the doors and everything 

seemed more wonderful all the time. At last, having seen all these marvels, they 

came finally to the cellar and, at the end of the corridor, a blank wall. They puzzled 

over the last key, the one with the little scrollwork on top. “Maybe this key doesn’t fit 

anything at all.” As they said this, they heard an odd sound- “errrrrrrr.” They peeked 

around the corner, and-lo and behold!- there was a small door just closing. When 

they tried to open it again, it was firmly locked. One cried, “Sister, sister, bring your 

key. Surely this is the door for that mysterious little key.” 

Without a thought one of the sisters put the key in the door and turned it. The lock 

scolded, the door swung open, but it was so dark inside they could not see.  
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“Sister, sister, bring a candle.” So a candle was lit and held into the room and all 

three women screamed at once, for in the room was a mire of blood and the 

blackened bones of corpses were flung about and skulls were stacked in corners like 

pyramids of apples.  

They slammed the door shut, shook the key out of the lock, and leaned against one 

another gasping, breasts heaving. My God! My God! 

The wife looked down at the key and saw it was stained with blood. Horrified, she 

used the skirt of her gown to wipe it clean, but the blood prevailed. “Oh, no!” she 

cried. Each sister took the tiny key in her hands and tried to make it as it once was, 

but the blood remained.  

The wife hid the tiny key in her pocket and ran to the cook’s kitchen. When she 

arrived, her white dress was stained red from pocket to hem, for the key was slowly 

weeping drops of dark red blood. She ordered the cook, “Quick, give me some 

horsehair.” She scoured the key, but would not stop bleeding. Drop after drop of 

pure red blood issued from the tiny key.  

She took the key outdoors, and from the oven she pressed ashes onto it, and 

scrubbed some more. She held it to the heat to sear it. She laid cobweb over it to 

staunch the flow, but nothing could make the weeping blood subside. 

“Oh, what am I to do?” she cried. “I know, I’ll put the little key away. I’ll put it in the 

wardrobe. I’ll close the door. This is a bad dream. All will be alright.” And this she 

did do.  

Her husband came home the very next morning and he strode into the castle calling 

for his wife. “Well, How was it while I was away?” 

“It was very fine, sir.” 

“And how are my storerooms?” he rumbled. 

“Very fine, sir.” 
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“How are my money rooms?” He growled. 

“The money rooms are very fine also, sir.” 

“So everything is good, wife?” 

“Yes, everything is good.” 

“Well,” he whispered, “then you’d best return my keys.” 

Within a glance he saw a key was missing. “Where is the smallest key?” 

“I… I lost it. Yes, I lost it. I was out riding and the key ring fell down and I must have 

lost a key.” 

“What have you done with it, woman?” 

“I…I… don’t remember.” 

“Don’t lie to me! Tell me what you did with that key!” 

He put his hand to her face as if to caress her cheek, but instead seized her hair. “You 

infidel!” He snarled, and threw her to the floor. “You’ve been to the room, haven’t 

you?” 

He threw open her wardrobe and the little key on the top shelf had bled blood red 

down all the beautiful silks of her gowns hanging there. 

“Now it’s your turn, my lady,” he screamed, and dragged her down the hall and into 

the cellar till they were before the terrible door. Bluebeard merely looked at the door 

with his fiery eyes and the door opened for him. There lay the skeletons of all his 

previous wives. 

“And now!!!” he roared, but she caught hold of the door frame and would not let go. 

She pleaded for her life, “Please! Please, allow me to compose myself and prepare for 

my death. Give me but a quarter hour before you take my life so I can make my 

peace with God. “ 
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“All right, “ he snarled, “you have but a quarter of an hour, but be ready.” 

The wife raced up the stairs to her chamber and posted her sisters on the castle 

ramparts. She knelt to pray, but instead called out to her sisters. 

“Sisters, sisters! Do you see our brothers coming?” 

“We see nothing, nothing on the open plains.” 

Every few moments she cried up to the ramparts, “Sisters, sisters! Do you see our 

brothers coming?” 

“We see a whirlwind, perhaps a dust devil in the distance.” 

Meanwhile Bluebeard roared for his wife to come to the cellar so he could behead 

her.  

Again she called out, “Sisters, sisters! Do you see our brothers coming?” 

Bluebeard shouted for his wife again and began to clomp up the stone steps. 

Her sisters cried out, “Yes! We see them! Our brothers are here and they have just 

entered the castle.” 

Bluebeard strode down the hall toward his wife’s chamber. “I am coming to get 

you,” he bellowed. His footfalls were dense; the rocks in the hallway came loose, the 

sand from the mortar poured onto the floor. 

As Bluebeard lumbered into her chamber with his hands out-stretched to seize her, 

her brothers on horseback galloped down the castle hallway and charged into her 

room as well. There they routed Bluebeard out onto the parapet. There and then, 

with swords, they advance upon him, striking and slashing, cutting and whipping, 

beating Bluebeard down to the ground, killing him at last and leaving for the 

buzzards his blood and gristle.  
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This is the poem I wrote at the workshop A look at women's wildish and instinctual 

nature 

 

If Bluebeard 

 

If I ever saw a man with a blue beard 

I'd surely feel very attracted to him. 

I can easily imagine the sunlight 

reflecting on his bluish facial hair 

and giving out beautiful rays of this heavenly colour. 

 

If Bluebeard also had his own castle 

and showered me with attention and affections, 

I'd probably fall helplessly in love with him 

and would marry him without hesitation. 

 

If one day Bluebeard had to go on a trip 

and he gave me the key to a private room of his 

where he didn't want me to look 

I'd understand this as an act of trust 

and wanting to keep up with the vow I once made 
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I'd keep that key safe from nosy hands. 

 

When Bluebeard returned from his trip 

seeing that his wish had been respected 

he'd take me to his room 

and we'd play in it until the early hours.  

 

 


